HEW LE T T- PAC KARD

Dog Families: new Green Tag
legislation 1st reading 3.5.2014!
 Increased fees, onerous enrollment processes, enhanced sanctions.
 $730,000 implementation cost. New enforcement personnel, not for your protection but to
enforce these proposed new laws.

 Your dog must come IMMEDIATELY when called. No exceptions.
 Your dog may not wander ahead or lag behind.
 Working dog discipline and behavior required of all dogs.
 Tell Council to leave the Green Tag program unchanged!

View The Proposal!

You Vote!
Inform
Council

Email Council!

OSMP wants legislation
to destroy the Green Tag
program by restricting its
participation and increasing sanctions. Participation
will be decreased by making the licensing process
more onerous and increasing fees. Fear of the costly
new sanctions and Byzantine enrollment and reinstatement processes will
deter Boulder dog families
from enjoying the outdoors leash-free. Prevent OSMP from destroying this Boulder signature lifestyle asset!
You can prevent these new laws from taking effect by attending the council meetings when OSMP presents their
proposal and voicing your opposition in person or by email. First reading will be 3.5.2014.
In 'OPEN SPACE BOARD OF TRUSTEES AGENDA ITEM MEETING DATE: April 10,
CO UNC IL ME ET S 0 3.0 5.2 014
2013' the police offered the following insights: "The effects and impacts of the tag program
are not isolated to OSMP property, as such; the considerations for implementation and revocaProtest the OSMP anti-dog agenda using
your tax dollars against you.
tion should be addressed as a citywide issue. Boulder has clear values and principles for the
Increased fines, greater restrictions, if
protection of wildlife and personal safety of the community. It is essential that the city mainenacted as legislation, repeal is almost
tain a consistent message that these values are imparted on all property, not just OSMP areas. "
impossible.

Boulder for Reasonable Open Space: B4ROS.com

If enacted: Failure to obey a lawfully
issued police order can result in detention,
physical, even deadly force.

